Installation instructions

Install the two mount sides making sure to
match the internal rail to the frame.

Insert the laser housing between the two
sides of the mountings

Insert and tight the mount to housing
fixing screws REMEMBER NOT TO
OVERTIGHT

Warning: The laser module tension
screw located on the upper left side of
the module housing is already set to the
precise adjustment at thefactory,

DO NOT CHANGE THE FACTORY
SETTING OF THIS SCREW

Windage
Gently turn adjustment screw located at
the forward right side of the device clock
wise with provided wrench (small one) to
drift aim point to the left, reverse
procedure to bring point of aim right. Keep
in mind that the point of aim must be
correlative to bullet point of impact on
target.

Elevation
Gently adjust screw located at the bottom
of the device clock wise to move point of
aim upwards, reverse procedure to lower
the point of aim. Keep in mind that the point
of aim must be correlative to bullet point of
impact on target.

Battery
replacement
1)Remove battery tray pulling
in downwards.
2) Insert the battery in the tray.
3)Reinsert battery tray, make sure
it snaps secure into module

QR WARRANTY
REGISTRATION

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
CAT LASERS warrants to the initially registered retail purchaser that the GLOCK LINE mounting and housing are free of
defects in workmanship or material during his or her life; as long as he or she owns the product and that the laser module
and electronic parts will be covered for the first twelve months from the date of purchase. if any failure to conform to these
warranties becomes apparent during these periods,CAT LASERS upon return of the faulty unit will correct such nonconformity by repair or replacement of the faulty part or parts at our discretion. Correction in the manner provided above
shall constitute a fullfillment of all liabilities of CAT LASERS with respect to be caused by improper installation, modification,
atmospheric damage, carelessness, negligence, misuse, exposure to fluids, unauthorized repairs or failure to properly
maintain the product, the warranty of the laser module is annulled if seal shows signs of removal or tampering. the foregoing
warranty is exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties of quality, wherever written, oral or implied. Under no circumstances
CAT LASERS and or his respresentatives shall be hold liable for any director consequential damage incurred from the use of
misuse of this product.
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